ADDRESSING THE REAL COST OF CITY WATER
Hot on the heels of the Public Land Management enquiry release in June is another enquiry as far as high
country people are concerned is getting down towards the real issues facing this country and that is, who is
managing our water for rainfall, city water and irrigators water and the bureaucratic buzz word for control
and regulation "environmental flows.'' Developed for Adelaide water!
Our family has for decades tried to tell Canberra it's headed for water crisis because of its greed and short
sighted water catchment management policies long term are unsustainable. Cheap short term but suicidal
long term. Subsequent to the inevitable inferno which happened in 2003, setting up another shortl, in the
deformed vegetation regrowth. Canberra is in water crisis and brumbies, traveling stock are being
removed off the Upper M u m b i d g e e to allow Canberra to shift catchments. Bmmbies and traveling
stock saved that catchment from the inferno where technology of water bombers etc. failed.
Stuff it and shi@ has been superceded in most Agricultural systems but not city water catchment it
appears adopting utrsustainablepolicies.
Water catchment management policy is geared to short term profits and is flawed long term. Government
departments have a clear conflict of interest managing public land by perfecting "doing nothing" and
justifying it with commissioned science fiction. Save a zac on weeds, fuel management, pest control, city
water treatment costs and lose the lot for the nation. Dress it in propaganda call it "environmental good,"
"salvation of biodiversity," sell it to the public however you like the end result does not change. Forest
over growth, inferno, no water! Rain shadow no run off particulate pollution rainfall inhibition and
incinerated forests.
The inevitable man made fires of 2003 taught people nothing in Canberra because the truth was covered
in a thick layer of official denial, mumbo jumbo and backside covering. "Climate change" Yes we have
government policies that bring it about! Deliver climate change due to the inferno! The inevitable inferno
due to no graze, no dog control, no logging, no cool fire, no vegetation management, no fire risk
management, no fire tracks, no public input. Just substandard commissioned science to perfect water
catchment neglect and legitimize negligence as the water corporates harvest the water. Sell diminishing
water supplies at more inflated prices the scarcer it gets to their friends. It brings images of people
dividing up the silver service on the decks of the Titanic as she goes down.
Yes the public know the water business is corrupt. I am not saying who or where that's someone else's job
to pursue if the Government is genuine about looking after its citizens. If this enquiry is more than a
talkfest! Fools like me keep hoping that someone with some brains and decency for the fUture of this
nation is listening, reading and thinking.
WATER CATCHMNT MANGEMENT IS FLAWED!
If this country wants to stuff up its recharge for major river systems it has perfected it.
HOW:Pursuing policies of
- No graze backed up by the no dog control to destroy wildlife and livestockover an expanding area.
- No cool fire fire suppression to maximize fuel over what nature ever intended it

10+ tonneha ground cover to deliver quality water is suicide unacceptable fire risk!
Accumulate ground fuel indefinitely and a flammable scrub wall to wall to incinerate the forest. Subsoil to
sky! All in the name of saving biodiversity, environmental good, green votes, cushy department jobs what
ever is a disgrace! A national scandal. When it all goes pear shaped the city full of policy makers look to
shift water catchments, take more farms and logging leases, irrigators water, all the while preaching
sustainability and green dogma. Turn on the street lights and disgorge more fumes into the rain clouds and
wonder why the clouds take their rain out into the Pacific ocean!
Yes the open fire tolerant forests supporting biodiversity, livestock, renewable forest harvest, cool burnt
have all been replaced by jungle, scorched earth or deformed regrowth. Dry creeks, dry dams, dry rivers
and rabid water trading, pipes and talk fests. The dithers are not listening to the people that live the land,
the climate and understand it fully. No they aren't all scientists. Many are just gifted people that make it
their business to observe, ask questions, think. These people are an unlikely mix of stockmen, foresters,
satellitejockeys, aeroplanejumpers. Combined these people can offer this nation solutions and programs
to alleviate this 'man made' crisis generated by short sighted incompetence and greed. Government
departments are paid by the people to get on and deliver such a multifaceted program.
There are several key aspects to Australia's water crisis.
"Vegetation management of water catchment. Open fire safe forest. For the investment in modest water
treatment one can reinstate state of the art mixed species grazing. Wildlife and large animal mega fauna
replacements called livestock. There are still people around that know how and when to apply biologically
beneficial cool fire that retains and feeds a live ground cover. Encourages reliable water run off and spring
yields. Protects the soil. Ensures run off and recharge not soaked up by rampant vegetation.
"Management of vegetation such that rain fall is encouraged and enhanced. Some people understand the
relationship between Alpine Ash forest for example and rainfall rain cloud function. These forests
incinerated in decades of their own refuse is despicable. These forests need reinstating or regrowth
protected by appropriate management and that is not by abandonment for another fire to kill the forest as
has happened in too many places across the Mountains.
"Rainfall has been destroyed not only by vegetation mismanagement producing rain shadow but
particulate pollution from urban sprawl, inefficient transport systems, ineficient energy generation, pulp
mills and smelters blowing fumes into the passing rain clouds. This information has been presented to
Government so many times yet too many jobs are paid by disasters. Futile fire fighting, endangered
species breeding colonies, climate change modeling, radio tracking wild dogs, gee wiz science where ever
you look busy work looking at the problem quantifying the progress of chaos. Locally produced
particulate pollution is inhibiting rainfall 10-60% across the Murray Darling Basin. The high country
infernos of 2003-7 were inevitable in the deliberately accumulated fuel. Run off 20-SO+% reduced in
regrowth 5-40+ years is a great prospect largely preventable by retaining good management.
Every forest saved from grazing, dog control, logging, cool fire is set to go the same way. Canberra water
will burn again possibly this summer, Sydney water set to go Melbourne water saved by 92 bulldozers and
100 OOOha back burn is set to go. All around rain shadow 3 million hectares of carefully accumulated fuel
deprived the natural processes of dealing with it for decades by cool fire and grazing. The nation is in
crisis for food;water,-rural-employmentNo one listened to reason. Is this enquiry going to be different?

*Allocation and expectation for water. Yes some minor achievements could be capitalized on. Every
house should have a rain tank. Something needs to be done about replacing water flush toilets soaking up
drinking quality water harvested off the mountains set to bum for the privilege. Nationally that dunny
flushing water could irrigate enough rice to feed 4.2 million people a year. Nearly 25% of this nations
population! People talk about rice growing, not flushing drinking quality water harvested at an
unacceptable environmental cost down the dunny out into the oceans fisheries. The wildlife that have been
fed to the packs of wild dogs roaming the water catchment to protect the dead flammable ground cover
fram being grazed, the millions of dollars thrown at futile fire fighting geared to fire suppression to protect
the flawed water catchment fire suppression policies. Uncontrollable fire deliberately achieved by no
graze, no log, no dog control, no fire tracks all in the name of water quality and city water treatment cost
savings.

No one appreciates the trtce cost of their cheap water!
Every suburban house should have insulation passive heating cooling, a rain tank, solar hot water,
vegetable garden, h i t trees, chooks, pushbike path to the railway station.
Yes irrigators could have efficiency gains through more piping. Who pays the farmers or the consumer
and that includes the supermarkets. There needs to be astute Government intervention into the food
industry and marketing. The true cost of food putting back into the environment, soil, water, rivers
vegetation rather than disappearing into the stock exchange as farmers go broke. The hands of a grossly
over paid few.
Efficiency gains, expectations in the city need go beyond the single use of water. Consumerist and profit
seeking. Less than 1%of drinking quality water delivered to the city house at vast cost to the environment,
is used for human consumption. To look at our high country it's at an unacceptable cost. The average
suburban house in the high rainfall zone where market gardens, dairies, orchards once were consumes
over 6300mm (252") rain a year natural rainfall run to waste, irrigated food and tableland water! A
swimming pool within 50km of the beach! The creeks rivers ocean around cities are generally a disgrace
green slime, plastic bags, dead tins, dead water off dirty streets, yet cattle, brumbies and kangaroo are not
allowed to pooh in the water catchment! No soot, no silt or trace of animal waste off a sterile deprived
environment. Boil the water, not the catchment!
More and more people are brought into this country to cover a menial task labour market, maintain
expansionist real estate markets what ever the good reason! No one talks about providing them with water.
Canberra is in water crisis yet has plans for another 1-200 000 people suburban sprawl into the burnt out
zone of 2003! Can the citizens of this country take governments seriously! Locals reduce their family size
so more people can be imported! What about the growth of Melbourne? Feed, water, house, employ? Over
stocking is a problem farmers are accused of but not dense trees in plantations or water catchments
stopping run off or cities over stocked?
Yes my message is simple water crisis for our cities can be seriously addressed by state of the art
rainmaking aeroplanes sent up next cloud front. Replace what has been taken away address particulate
pollution by rainmaking short term long term shut down the smoke stacks with application, less use etc.

Cost of rainmaking linked to city transport, electricity, smelting and paper pulp industries that are the
main ones profiting by polluting. Restore run off, off a well structured vegetation.
Get the vegetation in water catchments managed to restore rain attraction and run off. Reinstate grazing,
logging, cool fire as the most cost effective means to deliver a short term and long term result to
producing the ideal vegetation structure. Plantations deterred in grazing country or thinned to 100 trees or
less per hectare and not deep ripped in. Super fund plantations are not the environmentally friendly
solution to global warming or land use. This is another hoax. More trees will exacerbate the symptoms of
particulate pollution and over burning the neglected catchments.
The land grab on the Murray red gum forests is another hoax taking good management and destroying its
achievements over the coming decades. When are governments green vote catching programs going to
become accountable for their inevitable disastrous outcomes of every other colour but green.
The Victorian Government needs to
*Get rid of their dog packs in public land and spilling onto livestock raising neighbours.
*Get internationally acceptable rainmaking installed. CSRO was once a world leader in rain making the
Hawk Government closed it down Why?
* Train cool burners
* Get stockmen back onto the high country
* get foresters back into the forests
* reduce city expectation for cheap water and food
* check city growth
* Get the green religion out of government departments full of opinion and little substance in practical
land management
"address issues of transport, energy, industrial particulate pollution and who pays
Take heed to rain shadow and run off and this will go a long way to addressing why Melbourne has to take
farmers irrigation water to supplement city policy makers stupidity for their stuff ups. I cannot be more
direct. The problem is not only Melbourne's but it is the nations! Canberra Adelaide Sydney Brisbane all
whistle stops in between. The produce denied from the goulburn valley.
Farmers are growing tired of being the villains and victims as a small voting block rendered voiceless in a
democracy of moving electoral boundaries and policies killing off our communities. Sometime we might
be heard for knowing something about how water, timber, food reaches the cities. We pay our
governments to make good decisions not dismiss farmers, foresters, fishermen's work and achievements as
environmental vandalism. Endless font of adding more bureaucratic regulation to a fatigued supply chain.
It is time cities faced their own unsustainability and flawed policy imposts, lack of astute help to retain its
natural resources. Cities have spent 200 years sucking the life blood out of rural Australia. When will
some of that blood return? When will our experts really be worth their title and pay?
Thank you for not wasting our time on yet another submission going no where!
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